socialist federal republic of yugoslavia wikipedia - the socialist federal republic of yugoslavia sfr yugoslavia or sfry was a country located in central and southeastern europe that existed from its foundation in the aftermath of world war ii until its dissolution in 1992 amid the yugoslav wars covering an area of 255 804 km 98 766 sq mi the sfry was bordered by the adriatic sea and italy to the west austria and hungary to the north, why the macedonians are not slavs history of macedonia - why the macedonians are not slavs macedonia's former president kiro gligorov in the toronto star on march 15 1992 said we are macedonians but we are not slav macedonians, timeline of the history of macedonia - timeline of the history of macedonia macedonia is located in the center of the southern balkans north of ancient hellas greece east of illyria and west of thrace, the period of croatia within ex yugoslavia overview of - croatia within ex yugoslavia 1918 1941 1945 1991 in the period of ex yugoslavia 70 of the police stuff in croatia was serbian while they constituted 12.2 of the entire population in some croatian regions these figures were even more striking in istria the police stuff was 82 serbian 95 school teachers were the serbs the serbs also occupied almost all the leading positions in, the apostle paul and his times christian history timeline - christianity today weekly weekly ctwkely delivers the best content from christianitytodaycom to your inbox each week today in christian history daily a daily newsletter featuring the most, what happened in the 1960s inc news popular culture - what happened in 1960 history democrat john f kennedy wins the u s presidential election after defeating republican richard nixon kennedy became the first president and was the youngest person to have been elected into the highest office at the time, trep a mines wikipedia - the trep a mines albanian miniera e trep s serbian rudnik trep a is a large industrial complex in kosovo located 9 km 5.6 mi northeast of mitrovica the mine is located on the southern slopes of the kopaonik mountain between the peaks of crni vrh 1 364 m 4 475 ft and majdan 1 268 m 4 160 ft and it is europe's largest lead zinc and silver ore mine, bored of studies student online community resources - you're currently viewing our resources for modern history for additional assistance you should refer to the discussion forum for this course, containment and the marshall plan ushistory org - this illustration from the july 16 1948 u s news magazine shows the beginnings of american containment policy the u s is seen sending troops advisors and weapons to turkey in hopes that the country will resist communism and remain democratic communism was on the march when harry truman, slovakia genealogy research strategies - national political history a history of slovakia the struggle for survival stanislav j kirschbaum may 1996 in print paperback highly recommended introductory high level history, history of the world simple english wikipedia the free - the history of the world is about the study of the cultural achievements of the entire human race this includes the time from prehistory to the end of the 20th century and excludes natural history before the development of human beings, the history of english english as a global language - as can be seen in more detail in the section on english today on almost any basis english is the nearest thing there has ever been to a global language its worldwide reach is much greater than anything achieved historically by latin or french and there has never been a language as widely spoken as english, about history the world factbook central - the world factbook introduced onto the internet a special printed edition prepared for the cia's 50th anniversary a schema or guide to country profiles introduced new color maps and flags now accompany each country profile
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